Abstract-In this work, an adaptive nonlinear control method, was applied to a synchronous generator and we give some initial results on the adaptive control of nonlinear systems which are exactly input-output linearizable by state feedback. Parameters adaptation is used as a technique to robustify the exact cancelation of nonlinear terms, which is called for the linearization technique. The performance of the proposed adaptive nonlinear control scheme is demonstrated by simulation results. These results show that the proposed method achieves the same high dynamic performance as vector control.
INTRODUCTION
The control equipment of synchronous generators, such as an automatic voltage regulator, a speed governor and a power system stabilizer, are normally designed for a liberalized model of a power system around a given operating conditions. Therefore, when the operating condition or the network configuration changes widely it may become less effective because of the non-linearity of the power system [1] .The input output response of nonlinear system can be rendred linear by means of state feedback.this was implicitly or explicitly pointed out in several papers dealing with the study of noninteracting control of nonlinear systems [2] .
To achieve a high dynamic and robust performance in a large operating region ,a nonlinear contoller based on the recently developed input-output feedback linearization is applied in this paper to the synchronous generator moreover an adaptive version of this nonlinear controller based on parametric model of the power system will be used in order to take into account in real time the generator parametric variations [3] .
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE POWER SYSTEM EASE
The controlled power system consists of a generator equipped with a hydraulic turbine with its actuator and connected to an infinite network .This is a system of order 9, whose state variables are the currents id, iq, ifd, ikd and ikq, speed, the internal angle, the water flow and the opening of the valve. The control inputs are the excitation voltage and the control of the actuator [4] . 
Aij, cij and gi are constants which depend on the generators parameters [5] .
The first derivative of the output
Thus, the first derivative of the output can be put in the form : 
The second output y 2 is chosen as the angle rotor in order
By differntiating this output successively we obtain : 61 
We can see that the relative degree corresponding to the first output y 1 =vt is r 1 =1, and the relative degree corresponding to the second output is r 2 =3.
The model of our system can be done by:
And using the nonlinear multi-variable controller:
The nonlinear controller or nonlinear multivariable regulator ,has therfore transformed the MIMO power system's model into two SISO decoupled linear systems v 1 and v 2 [6]. 1 1
We obtain the exactly linearized input-output system
III. ADAPTIVE INPUT -OUTPUT LINEARIZING CONTROL OF THE POWER SYSTEM
The computations performed so far in order to linearize the system assume that all the parameters [both the electromagnetic and mechanic] are known .However, in reality these parameters cannot be accurately measured and adaptive control is then required [7] .
Write the equations of our system as suggested by [1] : Δg : Are unknown nonlinear functions.,the control structure can ensure the robustness parameter variations [8] .
Define the new change of coordinates y :
Writing the system in the y-coordinates:
To lighten the notation, let's:
2 2 2 1 1 1 [9] .In this case, the system becomes: 
We can write : The system becomes: 
Next fuzzy control law:
New orders stabilizing v 1 and v 2 are given by:
, , t k k k and 3 k are selected such that:
Then the following error is given by: P Is a matrix symmetric definite positive and that is the solution to the Lyapunov equation [11] [12] :
Consider the quadratic Lyapunov function:
Γ Is a symmetric matrix definite positive. https://www.degruyter.com/view/j/cjece
The derivative of the Lyapunov function V is: We now define the following adaptation law:
Alternatively:
This adaptation law defines the dynamics of the parameters of fuzzy systems to estimate ˆ( ) t
Inequality ensures that and , are bounded which proves the stability of the adaptive control structure [13] . And, according to the lemma Barbalat, error tracking and data on the The stability of the system is validated by simulating,a three phase short-circuit at the secondary of the generator's transformer for a period of 100 ms,we compare the performance of the non linear controller and linear controller or classical regulator in figures 1 to 7, we show the response of the terminal voltage vt after a short-circuit, it is shown the stabilization of v t . Is improved using the non linear controller, we see the dynamics of the rotor angle it have a much shorter time for the oscillations, the same remarque's are given for the figures . In the Fig. 1 ,we consider the evolution of the load angle of the nonlinear multivariable regulator and the fuzzy adaptive controller.
In the Fig. 2 , we consider the evolution of the load angle (rotor angle) in the case of we use the classical régulator and the fuzzy adaptive controller.
In the calssical case the load angle achieved 22 degree and in the adaptive 14.3 degree.
For improvement is evident in the comparison between Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , for the conventional regulator the voltage reached 1.1 and for the adaptive regulator 1.
The Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , shows the evolution of the terminal voltage and the load angle for the three regulators, fuzzy adaptive, non-linear multivariable and classical regulator.
For the Fig. 7 , there is a significant improvement between the excitation voltage for the fuzzy adaptive controller and nonlinear multivariable controller.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a fuzzy adaptive linearizing steady input-output technology for the control of our system. This technique solves the problem of convergence by exploiting both the tracking error and modeling error. It ensures also the stabilization of fuzzy model parameters while ensuring satisfactory tracking performance and has the advantage of being still applicable. We proved the stability of this control method and we showed it guarantees asymptotic convergence to zero of tracking errors. The synthesis of the adaptation law is based on the resolution of the Lyapunov equation.
